
Mehrangarh Fort  

 
 Introduction :  

   
 Rao Jodha founded Jodhpur in 1459. He was the son of Maharaja Ram 

Mal and was the 15th Rathore ruler. Earlier, Rao Jodha ruled from the 
fort Mandore but due lack of security, he shifted his capital to Jodhpur. 
Rao Jodha laid the foundation of the fort on Bahucheera hill, 9km away 
from Mandore, with the help of Rao Nara. 
 

 

Figure 1 : Mehrangarh Fort 

 
 It is believed that the foundation of the fort was laid by Shri Karni Mata 

daughter of sage Charan caste. As the main deity of the Rathores was 
Sun god so the fort was named as Mehrangarh where Mehran means 
Sun and the Garh means fort. 
 



 The foundation of the fort was laid during the reign of Maharaja Rao 
Jodha in 1460A.D and was continued by many rulers. Maldeo ruled 
from 1531 to 1562 and built some structures inside the fort. Then 
Maharaja Ajit Singh who ruled from 1707 to 1724 built some 
structures. After him the next king who built the fort further was 
Maharaja Takhat Singh who ruled the 1843 to 1872. The last ruler 
was Maharaja Hanwant Singh who ruled from 1947 to 1952. 

 
 Mehrangarh fort : An amusing Planet 
 Mehrangarh fort is a sheer majesty. The fort has an allure all of its own, 

the massive citadel manifests a mixture of history, aesthetics and 
legends. The floors of the fort are spic and span, and there are no 
traces of cobwebs on the beautifully latticed Jharokhas. The balconies 
look like finely crocheted lace, sculpted impeccably from the sandstone 
that is unique to the rich history of Rajasthan.

 

Figure 2 : A view from the fort 



 The hill the fort is situated on is 400 meter in height. The walls of the 
fort are upto 36 meters high and 21 meters wide. Inside, these thick 
imposing walls there are gardens, court houses, several palaces known 
for their intricate carvings and expansive courtyards, elaborate 
balconies, arched galleries, and heavily ornamented private 
residences. 
 

 The approach to the fort is guarded by seven gates. The first gate, the 
Victory gate, was built by Maharaja Man Singh to commemorate his 
victories over Jaipur and Bikaner armies. Fattehpol gate was built by 
Maharaja Ajit Singh to mark the defeat of the Mughals. The palm 
imprints upon these made by 15 royal satis( Jodhpur queens who burnt 
themselves on the funeral pyres of their husbands). 
 

 After passing through the gates, across the huge courtyards are the 
set wings of palatial apartments that have been built over five 
centuries of bristling history. Now, it is managed as a museum by the 
royal trust. 
 

 Prominent Structures within the fort: 
 

i. Moti Mahal: Also, known as ‘Palace of Pearls’ with its pierced screen 
windows overlooking the coronation seat where the Rajput ruler have 
been ritually anointed to the rule. 
 

ii. Jhanki Mahal :  Known as ‘Palace of Glimpses’, from where the royal 
ladies watched the official proceedings in the courtyard.  
 

iii. The memorial of RajaRam:  To pay tribute to the great sacrifice of 
Raja Ram Meghwal, a stand stone memorial was built over his grave 
at the fort site. His name, the date of burial and other relevant details 
are engraved on the burial to acquaint the visitors about the 
momentous event. 
 



iv. The Sati handprint murals: The women of the royal families would 
burn themselves on the ‘funeral pyre’ of their husband, in the event of 
the latter’s death or to escape dishonour by a victorious rival. 
Towards, the left side of ‘Loha Pol’ (Iron Gate)  at the Mehrangarh 
Fort, there are more than 15 handprint murals of the spouses of one 
of the former kings, Maharaja Man Singh’, who committed sati in the 
year 1843. 
 

 

Figure 3 : Sati Handprint Murals 

 
v. The Royal Darbar Takhat & the Rang Mahal: ‘the throne room’ with 

its octagonal throne and the ‘Palace of Colours’ where the Maharaja 
would play Holi with his wives. 

The various other buildings inside the fort now serve as  museums 
which hosts a well preserved collection of musical instruments, 



palanquins, furniture and cannons on the fort’s rampart. These 
buildings include: 

i. Sheesh mahal 
ii. Phool mahal 
iii. Umaid Vilas 
iv. Maan Vilas 

 

 

Figure 4 : Sheesh Mahal 

 

 



 An ambitious king & the dreadful Curse!!! 

The rocky hill on which the fort is built upon is known as Bhaurcheeria 
– the mountain of birds’. According to the legend, Rao Jodha, sent out 
orders to his men to execute his will by removing the people living on 
the hill, and then build the foundation of hiss dream. Everyone abided 
by the royal orders except an old man, nay a Saint, who was known 
as Chidiyawale Baba, for he took delight in feeding and tending to 
birds. Majorly, upset by the King’s mandates, the saintly man cursed 
the monarch that his kingdom inflicted by the repeated droughts 
should he erect the Palace of his dreams. 
Shocked and afraid on hearing the terrible curse, the king surrendered 
himself at the feet of Chidiyawale baba and sought for his forgiveness. 
Unable, to take his word back, the saint presented the one and only 
one solution to neutralise the curse – someone from the kingdom has 
to lay down his life by wilfully getting buried alive.  
When the king failed to find a saviour amongst his subjects, a noble 
man named Raja Ram Meghwal came forward to sacrifice his life. And 
thus, Raja Ram Meghwal was buried alive on an auspicious day and 
at auspicious spot so that the foundation for the Mehrangarh Fort 
could be laid down. The year was 1459.  
 

 Initiatives take for the Conservation of fort: 
 

 The Mehrangarh Museum trust: The conservation of the fort remains 
at the top of priority list for the trust. It has taken various result 
oriented steps to serve the purpose of its formation which includes: 
 

a) Adoption of a conservation master plan (CMP) : The Mehrangarh fort 
is the first to adopt an all conservation projects led by the CMP. 
 

b) Tata trust art conservation Initiative: The fort is one of the zonal 
institute under the Tata trust art conservation initiative and had 
organised course on ‘Conservation of Wall Paintings’. 

c) Recipient of the UNESCO ASIA – PACIFIC Award: The trust was 
established in 1972. Since, then it has earned itself the reputation of 
India’s leading cultural institution & centre of excellence. Today, 
museum has a unique importance as the repository of the artistic and 



cultural history of the large area of the central Rajasthan. The museum 
displays one of the most important and best preserved collections of 
fine and applied arts from the Mughal period of Indian history. 
‘The trust is the forerunner for the Conservation and restoration, a 
generous patron of the arts and music and a lively centre of academic 
study. Mehrangarh Museum Trust is a recipient of UNESCO ASIA-
PACIFIC Award in the field of Architectural conservation, cultural 
heritage and adaptive reuse.    

 The Mehrangarh fort is the few forts in India to be run by privately. To 
this day the fort is controlled by the royal family of Jodhpur who built 
and lived on this site. Because of this the visitors experience is 
refreshing than as compared to some other sites in India : 
 
a) Tickets and pricing: The site features transparent pricing, and 
computer – based systems, which means there are no long queues. 
The process is overseen by professional staff. 
 
b) Guides and Tours: One has the option of hiring a qualified guide 
at a fixed price. All the way you will find well- written descriptions of 
the site, explaining history of the fort. Thus, interest of the visitor is 
maintained through-out. 

 

c) Facilities and Services:  The site is kept clean immaculately in 
all areas. Option of availing an elevator makes it an approachable 
target for the one with disability. 
 
d) Security: One can find guards at all critical points. They answer 
questions and help the tourist in navigating through the fort along with 
ensuring that no damage has been rendered to the heritage. 

 

These features make the site unique and help to create an enjoyable 
visitor experience. This sort of seamless service helps to keep up the 
tourism and revenue generation of the state.     
  
    


